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here• Running a team, Training, Legal Responsibility, Marketing, Pricing and 
Accounting.

• There are always opportunities for young people in our main company.
• At present 80% of the team are under 25
• Skills needed Common sense and a smile.
• Find out more at whi-clun.co.uk

This is the problem

• We have just changed supplier for eleven products. I need you to tell me the price I need to put on the till to sell 
these products with us gaining 60% profit from them. 



Notes:
All these bottles are to 
be sold singularly from 
the wine list.

We are looking for two 
prices. 

Net Price which includes 
the profit.

Sales Price the amount 
the customer pays, 
which is NET price + VAT.



Notes:
Beer and Cider
50 = 11 gallons
22(100) = 22 gallons

There are 8 pints in a gallon

Soft Drinks
Fever Tree Tonic is sold as 
individual bottles this is a 
case of 24. 

Spirits
We sell 25ml units of 
Spirits. In this case Whitley 
Neil Blood Orange Gin
70cl = 700ml

VAT on Soft Drinks is 5%.
VAT on Alcoholic Drinks is 
20%.



Objects of the Job

I want a spreadsheet that I can edit every time the prices go up. 
The business needs to always earn 60% profit on every item. This is the normal mark-up in a pub.

I need to be able to change the VAT rate for each product as:
• the 5% VAT rate  is only for a short time                          
• the VAT rate may change on other products over time

I want to know the price for every product on these invoices, including VAT. So I can put them on the till.

Further Problem 
Mrs L. and I are having a drink after work. I have a gin and tonic and she has a pint of Carling. 

We pay full price. 
Tell me how much money the pub has made on this one transaction , 

forget staff costs and the price of the glasses, lemon and ice.


